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	Ahead of Her Time: How a One-Woman Startup Became a Global Publishing Brand (Conscious Leadership i n Practice), 9781786785312 (1786785315), Watkins Publishing, 2021

	Inspiring memoir by entrepreneur Judy Piatkus, who launched her startup at a time when mothers were not expected to be businesswomen and grew it into a highly successful international brand. The story of a pioneer of female entrepreneurship, values-led management and the rise of personal development publishing.

	

	Judy Piatkus did not come from a monied background and began her career as a secretary after failing to achieve a university place. By the time she founded Piatkus Books from her spare bedroom, she was married with a disabled small daughter and pregnant with her second child. Gradually she learned how to be both a publisher and a managing director and to combine that with her family life as she had become a single mother of three. A lot of mistakes were made but she also got a lot of things right. The company prospered, thanks to the risks Judy took in tackling new subjects in the marketplace and also her approach to running the company, which focused on transparency, honesty and trust and was rewarded by the loyalty of the staff, many of whom worked alongside Judy for upwards of twenty years.

	

	Throughout the book Judy describes her learning experience as an entrepreneur, what it really means to run a company, the many triumphs and the pitfalls, what worked and what didn't, how the company learned to reinvent itself through lean times and how it felt to finally strike gold.
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Image Recognition and Classification (Optical Engineering, 78)CRC Press, 2002
This book presents important recent advances in sensors, image processing algorithms, and systems for image recognition and classification with diverse applications in military, aerospace, security, image tracking, radar, biomedical, and intelligent transportation. The book includes contributions by some of the leading researchers in the field to...

		

Secure PHP Development: Building 50 Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your in-depth guide to designing and developing secure PHP applications
It’s a hacker’s dream come true: over one million Web sites are now vulnerable to attack through recently discovered flaws in the PHP scripting language. So how do you protect your site? In this book, bestselling author Mohammed Kabir provides all the tools...


		

Yahoo! SiteBuilder For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Save up to $75 on Yahoo! Web Hosting!
Choose the right graphics, include links and feedback forms, and add "wow"     

You too can develop cool Web sites with Yahoo! SiteBuilder and this handy, easy-to-follow guide! All the basics of good site design are here, plus step-by-step directions for creating your site with text,...





	

Management Information Systems, Sixth EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	The goal of Management Information Systems, Sixth Edition is to provide a real-world understanding
	of information systems (ISs) for business and computer science students. Like its predecessor, this
	Sixth Edition provides students with a firm foundation in business-related information technology
	(IT) on which they can build successful...


		

David Busch's Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D Guide to Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2008
As the new owner of a Digital Rebel XSi/450 you are serious about photography and want to take professional-looking photographs.  You also want to quickly and easily discover how, when, and why to use the most important features of your cutting-edge camera.  "Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450 Guide to Digital SLR Photography" provides you...

		

Practical Project Management for Building and Construction (ESI International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2012

	Practical Project Management for Building and Construction covers the 14 knowledge areas of project management that are essential for successful projects in the construction industry. For each knowledge area, it explains the processes for scope, time, risk, cost, and resource management. Filled with work and process flow...
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